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DEDICATION 

 
This anthology is dedicated to poetry, for the way it takes charge of the soul of men and births 

itself in their expressions. 



 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
 

When I wanted to write the poem "running", I had the intention of experimenting the way a 

reader should read a good and fluid poem. I wanted anyone who would read to follow the flow 

with his/her mind, unconsciously. 

Some of the lines of the poem hunted me for days before I finally penned them down. But as I 

penned, I had no control anymore, the poem took my pen and wrote itself. Or do I rather say, it 

wrote me out? Not just me, but everyone who believes the cloud would become pregnant to soak 

their earths. 

I saw myself in the lines, I saw my neighbors, and people I don't know. Every time I think it has 

been four years since I graduated, I strangely find it hard to believe, it seems like two years ago. I 

have been too busy running, that I didn't notice how deep I have sunk in the belly of time.  

I see many like me, who try to make every day count too. Some would go for days without 

seeing home, so the night could smile a fortune on them. 

After writing the content of the poem, I came back for the control, to take time to break how it 

would be read; when the reader would pause, when he would think, and when he'd sigh and 

reread a previous line. Though the first line (of the first poem) had said "perform the solat before 

you read" I knew there wouldn't be a pause to reason about why a prayer had to be said before 

reading a poem. It was also deliberate. 

The poem wasn't intended to raise clouds of burdened thoughts among people, but surprisingly, 

it spread like fire. I guess like the poem wrote me, it provoked the readers, sent its sperm into 

them, and they got pregnant to write what they had always felt. 

How people wrote/write themselves, their neighbors and their future in every relic piece of 

poetry painted "running", it is funny and mysterious. I say this because, people will read these 

works of theirs a few years from now and say "I'm still here, running. I didn't know I'd get to run 

this fast." It is a must that everyone runs, but I pray that we understand rest early enough. 

So, why all these? Simple. 

Writing good poetry, there are two things you should seek: writing essence and influencing 

readers. Poetry isn't just a game of scrabble done for fun. One must be specific with one’s poetry. 

One must be intentional. There are people who spend their precious time to read your work (as a 

poet), would you only write for the "fun of writing?" 



 

 

The poet is saddled with huge responsibilities of creating light and correcting wrongs on the 

minds of those who believe in reading, he can't afford to aim his poem at nothing. The poems in 

this work are not just art relics, they are an encounter. 

 

- King Abimbola 
2018 



 

 

FOREWORD 

 
“But running never stops 

If living never ends.” 

- Oni Oluwatomiwa Olanrewaju 

 
Poetry, like any living art, is existential. It has the capacity to occupy a distinct space and evoke 

its presence in unique ways that last longer than the poet or the reader. A poem is essentialist, 

in that it contains the essence of existence – the very unique attributes that set it apart from 

ordinary human verbal expression or intention. A poem, such as contained in this anthology, is 

an apt portrayal of profound human experiences captured on lines, crafted in verses and 

presented with deliberation, control and a certain conceit – a poetic propensity that dominates 

sensibility and relatability.  

A poem becomes a living gem when it rises above mere sentimentalism – such emotive 

evocation that remains suspended in momentary euphoria – and delves into the core of the 

human nature, exploring the very essence that drives our humanity. A poem connects with our 

core and takes us on a journey of self-research, a needed reflective engagement that 

transcends the daily quests for which we run, for which we are running. 

I sat by the window of a plane and watched how the metallic bird sped on the runway before 

taking its flight. And after 45 minutes in the skies, it descended and made another round of 

running before coming to a halt. At the back of my mind, I wondered why the run? Must even 

the plane run to come to a sudden stop? As the year came to an end, there was a mad rush to 

enter the new year. New hopes, new resolutions, aspirations and projects, the list of “new” was 

a running one, endless. But two months into the year, it seems the race against time is a futile 

one. It seems the rush hour is actually a slow moment, saddled with its routine of haste and 

wait and waste.  

Why the run? Why can’t we take a moment to say a solat before reading a poem? Why do we 

compete with time when our running is always on repeat? Why do we rush to grow old only to 

wish adulthood is not as disappointing as it is? And why do we spend our life running and not 

taking time to enjoy life and living? These are few of the questions raised in this beautiful 

collection. These are profound questions, an inquisition into our very humanity through the 

probing poetic insights of the poets.   

Perhaps, there is more to running than just race against time. Time is more than seconds and 

minutes, those are inventions by man to define man. Time is more than days of the weeks or 

months of the year, those are labels to stop the continuum of beingness. Time is life, the very 

length by which breath is measured, the stretch between birth and death. Therefore, if time is 

life or momentarily living, is running not the measurement of life? Is running not the human 



 

 

attempt at understanding time and living? Perhaps, running is more than a metaphor 

associated with race and haste; may be, just maybe it is an extended metaphor of our very 

existence. 

The poets in this collection perform a dualistic role – that of questioning human rationale and 
offering introspection into human existence. Abimbola paints a broad stroke on a canvas that 
includes the need to achieve in time, to be relevant and the naivete of adolescence. He also 
unveils the inability of man to rationalize his efforts at living, trying to survive the many 
obstacles life throws at him. Or how do we explain the many spiritual theatrics done to stop an 
endless race against the inevitable? Hence, he affirms, “run. if running is the only run you can 

run.” The need for survival, beyond Darwin’s assertion of the survival of the fittest, is the treatise 

espoused in Abioye’s poem. He contracts the stark reality of man with death, and queries, “But, 

what if we don't die / And we keep running?” A profound realization that human existence is 

designed for survival, and to survive, we keep “running”. Aremu reinforces the theme of survival 

in his poem. A succinct picturesqueness of the character’s effort at survival runs through 

Aremu’s poem. It is enlightening to observe that the persona’s attempt at explaining the 

character’s rationale for running is influenced by the mysterious act of running, an endless 

ellipsis…  

 

Tukur takes a deep dive into living and the efforts we make to ensure that we live life. He draws 

attention to how children are groomed for a life of race, as parents begin to prep them for real 

world realities. And sometimes, the realities can be mystical, hence a run “away from the 

bewitching eyes of full breasted demons”, as Oni captures it. Like the character running in 

Aremu’s with no apparent explanation, Micheal Ace takes the reader through a tragic tale – that 

of a school boy running to a future well pictured only to be halted by the cold hand of death. We 

are reminded about the uncertainty of life and living, a theme well-articulated in the collection. 

But as Jide Badmus puts it, “man is locked in a loop / of time & routines”, we will continue to 

run from a “burnt country” “for there is nowhere safe” in Ifemeni’s country; hence the “running 

to become whole” continues as Nonso reasons.  

 

Oladoyin does not see running as a means of survival alone, the poet equates living to running, 

an idea that shifts this metaphor beyond a biological terrain. Each heartbeat is a constant in the 

race of life. Once the running stops, living stops – so, man is born to keep running till death 

happens on him. Nwankwo shares a similar perspective with Oladoyin, “our heartbeats know the 

/ language of race too, / it traces after the sound of times.” Joshua and Allen explore the theme of 

running from the perspective of the efforts made to survive the many struggles of life and living, 

only to come to a definite end. However, the question looms, should efforts not be made at 

survival? Joshua posits: “you do not sit on your / father's couch & wait for the tv / screen to show 

you how the wind / treks into the murky pools of your eyes”. 

  

The beauty of this anthology does not lie in the ability of the poets to probe and reflect alone, 

each poem fits into the collection, like an expert performance in an orchestra. It was as if the core 

of the poem possessed the poets, as each fell into a trance and penned that revelation according 

to him. The poems are rich in poetics and artistry. The reader will be thankful to these poets for 



 

 

their gift and art, and the generosity with which they have enhanced our understanding of finding 

meaning in survival. 

 
Thank you. 

 

- Funso Oris 

Poet, Anthologist, and Author, Chicago, USA  
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~ running ~ 

 

(perform the solat before reading) 

 

it is funny how life makes a pirouette out of one. 

 

a child wakes & seeks to walk. soon he does. 

he seeks to run. speed is an envy to desire. 

  

some of us learned to run too early. &. we have not stopped running since then. 

we run for little things. like 

running to leave the last bench of a class to the fore 

in the cacophony of our parent's voices screaming. don't be useless. like 

beating time to its game. like 

catching up with a bus. 

 

we should have waited 

till speed finds us in the shelter of the dawn. if we could. 

 

we run to catch up with bad things too. like we stretched to be called a man 

in the naked bones of adolescence. 

 

sadly. some rush(ed) to become a setting sun while finding how to live. 

paleness. then darkness. then silence. 

 

& many times. our racing is like 

the dynamics of the sea. - 

running to the shores. only to come back to hug its own body. skin tight. 

 

my neighbor's son asked me. why i run faster than time. 

i told him i knew the clock a little too early. i toyed. 

& it became a noose around my neck. if for a moment i slack. 

i will be found dangling on a vertical casket from yesterday. 

i studied his face. it was a puzzled ranger. 

trying to trace home on the map of my face. 

 

i wished i knew how to tell him to understand. that he should not be like me. 

but he wouldn't get it. he would become like me. 

 

this boy will look into the mirror tomorrow & 

see me beneath his eyelids. 

he will try to smile in his worn skin. 

a tooth will fall off his mouth. 

 

what on earth does not run? 



 

 

i heard my uncle now prays. vigils. fasting too. 

who taught him how to... run? 

 

even the earth speeds around the sun. 

if not. was last year not last week? 

 

run. if running is the only run you can run. 

 

this mortal clay. the sun. the earth. 

shall fold at the sanctuary of fire. 

someday after solat. 

the cock will crow. & it shall say 

 

ina lillah wa inna ilehi roji'un. 

 

now. did you say the solat before you began to read? 

or you were also running to go through this? 

 

Mosobalaje M. Abimbola 
 

 



 

 

What If We Don't Die? 

 

On my sister's body 

Are walls with contours of slayed dreams 

And shackled fate, 

With holes of weakness 

Where regret sneaks in like lizard. 

 

And my brother 

Whose heart is just a broken mirror 

With debris of a dark future, 

Is full of emptiness and uncertainty: 

 

Of how our legs get crippled today, 

Only to be whole tomorrow 

By the unseen hope of death; 

Death that never comes. 

 

And on my father’s reddened, defiled eyes 

Like alphabets; 

I could read a line on his misery poems, 

Of how he symbolized this frame we wear like cloth 

As "silhouette of emptiness", 

Where shadows swallow desperate bodies, 

That try to eat stones like cake. Stones of hope. 

And, how he wants me to bear his name 

Even when he failed, 

And when I can't. 

 

Cos I’m also like a ripple 

In a pot set on fire; 

Running after survival  

And counting how broken my legs are 

Till I drown into this black sea. 

 

 But, what if we don't die 

And we keep running? 

 

 

Abioye Samuel Akorede 
 



 

 

-running- 

 

The first fruits were left 

Dangling, rotten, bird-eaten 

The unripe ones 

Are cropped still. 

More will gravitate, 

Running into empty shells 

With loopholes 

That the night takes for 

vengeance 

& bloodshed. 

I asked why  

We can not be the shadows 

Attached to our own heels, 

Or the sky that never 

Runs from its body. 

But i was asked in return, 

Why not be a fleeting man 

When your nation is  

a premature fetus 

Itself running into new schemes? 

Of things that run 

Under crocheting sky, 

The mind comes first. 

It runs to many places 

With the single swing 

Of combatants 

Running through the cranium 

To the anus. 

But in the end 

The worth of a warrior 

Is in the glory of bloodshed. 

So, I too, when dusk comes, I run 

- away from the bewitching eyes of full breasted demons 

- into the open arms of darkness for safety 

- atop the promises made to a vanished father 

- into sand dunes and unknown waves. 

Because when the morning comes, 

I know I wouldn't be at my place 

But running never stops 

If living never ends. 

 

 

Oni Oluwatomiwa Olanrewaju 



 

 

The Character: 

 

He runs. And he stumbles. 

Each time he runs, he stumbles, 

like a bird's fluttering of wings. 

His legs ache, but again, he runs, 

past the speed of light and sound, 

past the flower-girl he so much loves, 

past the church's admonitions, 

and the Muezzins' calls to prayers, 

with a bent neck, a swinging cloth, 

paddling arms, twitching bare legs. 

He bumps into a crowd, and they 

wonder, and I wonder, why he runs. 

No one knows. No one who knows can tell. 

But his legs are moving so swiftly 

that I am saddled with the heavy job  

of describing each gait, each bestriding 

of the wind, each word to aptly convey 

such cheetah-like human extravagance. 

And because I cannot keep up with a pace 

beyond my fortitude, I say while he runs, 

the past whirls by like a flitting cloud, 

and memories ignited, reveal her mother 

sweltering under the thrusts of a gardener, 

eyes lost in skies, her strength in a limbo, 

negligent of a son turned into a mad road. 

He drags down a little as if to halt, as if to  

empty his sorrows into a still pond, and I  

so grateful of this gesture, begin a comma  

with head like a noose, tail like a pelted stone. 

But he picks a race again when he stares 

at his back and behind him are shadows 

with brutal manners and brutal weapons. 

And since he has no alternative but to run, 

I have no alternative but to gaze helplessly 

and end this sad poem with an ellipsis.... 

 

P.S: This was written after I have performed solat. 

 

Aremu Adams Adebisi 
 



 

 

“Race” 

 

(after the solat Insha) 

° 

it is no news  

that this life is a race,  

while no one wants to come last, 

none wants to come first running into the grave. 

. 

this is every mother's plea & prayer 

for her children, 

that her tongue keeps running 

the speed of her trembling heart at every worry. 

. 

'time is not on our side'- 

a clause for every feet 

drifting beyond the pace of the road  

that leads everywhere we call home.  

. 

but 'we cannot cheat nature' 

is what man ignores while running  

to overlap his fate before his waiting eyes, 

that his friends also join in the same race. 

. 

man is a leader & follower 

of his own conscience. 

if another man is after your heart,  

your soul runs into his shadows 

. 

trying to find a life beyond your own skin- 

won't you want same for your fellow too, 

if that is where your mind keeps running  

to find the fulfillment you always crave?  

. 

the brain is an indefatigable athlete  

that keeps running back & forth 

seeking a place to sow his lot 

for the rest of the body to reap from. 

. 

there is no starting nor finish line 

for the mind that excretes  

with the perspiration of creativity 

while running a resourceful race.  

. 

even the night keeps running  



 

 

to find the sun of the day in the stars, 

for light is needed to not stumble nor fall. 

shadows deserve their own sight too. 

. 

because we do not look back for once 

when running races that leads to places 

beyond the home of our shadows- the grave, 

the earth keeps suffering from our stomps.  

. 

we tend to lose memories of our source 

in ashes & dusts, and regain them 

only after we are blown into the air 

after the cremation of our dead bodies.  

° 

 

Tukur Loba Ridwan 



 

 

Running 

 

Have you ever wondered why everything happens so fast? 

 

It astounds me  

- How we run to places we do not know 

- How we run to beat time even before we know how to read the hands of the clock 

- How we run after things that never leave their spots 

Like the way the world runs after the sun which scientists say is stationary 

& yet we always find it lingering ahead 

 

It does leave me jaw-dropped 

- Why our shadows run into us when light falls on them 

How did light become a thing of fright? 

- Why love comes in drops but leaves running 

- Why our hearts begin to run when we meet someone we have crush on 

Isn't love supposed to be solace? 

- Why the night runs only the moment we fall asleep 

 

A boy dreamt of those nights he would become stars 

He began to drown in the illusions until he slowly  

Realized the drops of dawn had grown into an ocean 

He would never be soaked by the rain of yesteryears  

So he sprang off bed set for school and ran into the streets 

He crossed the road running in haste and a truck driver ran over him 

We watched as he curled around his own stuffs 

We watched as women carried their hands on their head which seemed too heavy as they bent at 

intervals 

We watched as his blood and ghost wandered around the road running and bending around every 

corner 

Unsure about how they became homeless in a trice  

We watched how his mother ran to the scene too 

How words came running from her mouth that we hardly heard her 

We watched how the moment faded away and the world returned to its race 

 

Now you may want to read this poem again convinced that nothing is chasing you because you'd 

earlier read 

Running down the lines 

 

Micheal Ace 
 

 



 

 

RUNNING 

 

one night, you wake and can’t find the world, 

 

and words dry from your mouth. 

 

one night, you wake and the world is bleak, and still 

 

a chip off the map, lost. 

 

you can’t find the moon, you waited, 

for eternity, for the sun to uncoil from its slyness 

from behind the clouds. 

 

in your dreams, 

a boy is running like a spin, 

like a bolt, without trace. 

 

he is losing breath, 

and strength, 

and will 

to slow down. 

 

what is he running from? 

 

 

in your dream, 

a boy's shadow is lost in the sun. 

 

constantly, he looks at his back without halting his heel, 

 

they are worn and broken and tired 

and wouldn't stop, 

 

he runs in hot pursuit. what's chasing him? 

 

in your dream, 

a boy didn't see life whirl pass him, 

a boy didn't succumb to life's embrace, 

a boy was hasty to learn its ways 

like some sweet culture. 

 

a boy is running after time, 

or running away from time, 

or running against time. 



 

 

 

his demons are clinging to his heels 

they sink their teeth deep into his bones. 

and like a puppet, 

they draw his strings and he runs, 

on and on, running away. 

 

a boy is trying to run from his nightmares 

they stifle him every night, 

 

a boy knows he's not enough  

and the world demands for more, 

and he's running to become whole. 

 

and time,  

time chases him. 

. 

one night 

you jerk up from sleep, 

panting, 

you can't find the world 

nor the moon 

nor the sun, 

nor the day 

nor night. you've run out of time, 

and time owing no one, moved on without you. 

 

pause.  

breathe. 

think. 

 

what chases you? 

why do you run? 

 

Nonso Serah 



 

 

Running 

 

The world runs in cycles -  

Man is locked in a loop 

Of time &routines 

Like gears running into each other 

In the mind of the clock. 

 

The human race -  

Is it our nature to run  

Like lost rats in a maze 

Chasing after cheese? 

Hope hangs in a hoop, 

Dreams are unending, turning 

Like wheels on regurgitated paths. 

 

The sun's fire runs into the sea, 

Drinks to stupor &perspires in torrents 

Back into the pool from which it drank. 

Smiles have a way of running 

Into clouds of tears on life's treadmill. 

 

The world runs in cycles 

A seed dies and is reborn - 

A new soul in a new body! 

A chorus keeps running  

As long as the song is on... 

 

Jide Badmus 



 

 

RUNNING 

 

The best way to survive a burnt country 

is to run. 

I tell you this, to understand 

how reality becomes a written tale 

stalked inside your nostrils 

while you choke, scoff and gasp for life, 

how the scenes of a hiked price and commodity 

lower your jaws 

while panic steals your nights,  

your darkness and your mind; 

 

I'll tell you to run 

as fast as your legs can mile, 

and don't forget to look forward. 

Say Lagos, say Calabar, say Benin; 

these cities are burnt 

somehow, we managed to build empty castles 

-  the ones we dream of 

while we wake up 

only to become our own hunger. 

This silence, this crux, and these streets 

are the carcasses we thread and crumble on. 

And when we decide to race the races 

- the ones that made our forefathers  

patriotic corpses. 

We end up being broken souls and skeletons  

living inside a burnt world. 

 

Run brothers, run sisters, 

for there is nowhere safe in this city of mine. 

 

Ifemeni Christian Derrick 



 

 

Running 

 

life is an unanswered question, 

the solution is death. and it answers all questions  

with another question 

'why?' 

 

you know, 

the things that chase us 

are limitless, limbless 

and sometimes so heartless... 

so we just keep running. 

life itself started with a race against a million 'us'. 

 

every day, you see men racing against death; 

some on hospital beds, 

others on infirmity mats, 

and some in hu(r)ts of hazards. 

 

yesterday, a boy became a seedling 

to the earth, 

& an harvest of tears flowed down 

our cheeks, 

we plucked them in streams 

hitting our legs against the ignorant earth and throwing 

our arms wide away. 

i guessed he got tired of running 

and decided to end his race. 

but can the earth really be ignorant? 

because on it, we keep running; 

away from death, 

towards money, 

away from infirmities, 

towards love. 

 

if living is running, 

then can we live without running? 

is life meant to be a race? 

can't everything be a cruise? 

our heartbeat are steps 



 

 

revealing to us evidence 

of our race. 

so when you don't hear it beat, 

you've stopped running, 

you've stopped living. 

because, living is running 

 

Oladoyin Oluwabukunmi 



 

 

RUNNING 

 

my breath was caught in a net of things- 

like a city invaded by soldiers. 

so was last night, 

i was caged in questions, 

like prisoners peeping behind bars 

and got a weighing reply from  

an old wall clock, tick-tock...  

 

time keeps us running a race on random tracks, 

boundlessly bonded. 

 

there are times things don't change, 

and i feel this nameless pain 

whenever i sink my hands in the 

squishy purse of life and feel it dry 

and empty with growling sorrow 

of beauties, 

it wraps me in a shell of 

scorching thoughts. 

 

a man ran away, 

leaving his shadow behind his legs, 

maybe that was because he grew taller 

and 

believed he could see tomorrow. 

 

a boy wakes and walks with shady tales 

dangling with plagues from 

his dreams 

while running for recovery into the 

bosom of concise realities. 

 

our heartbeats know the 

language of race too, 

it traces after the sound of times. 

we all bear the trademark of death 

as decades split life into 

countless shards of memories 



 

 

conducting election upon us. 

 

so, we keep running with twisted neck, 

we chase after the paths unknown. 

 

 

Nwankwo Prosper 



 

 

running  

 

" auzubillahi minash shaitanir rajeem, bismillahir rahmanir rahim" 

  

you do not sit on your  

father's couch & wait for the tv 

screen to show you how the wind 

treks into the murky pools of your eyes 

as it runs in search of wet songs 

flowing with the salty rivers across the 

capes of your eyelids. cities burn. yes, they 

burn & their ashes run into diverse places  

to tell the story of how fire is just a 

roaring lion waiting to die after an acrobatic  

crackle of fury. those ashes paint the lips 

of boys waiting to learn the language of 

water, for the rivers are filled with their 

footprints as they see their ruffled  

reflections dancing on the rippled fluid skin. 

those boys went in search of the voyage 

that brought their fathers to the  

shores of their mother’s body. the 

marks bear the maps of the waves that 

that tumbled their fathers in distant  

places. & with their memories running into 

the mouths of stammering history, they opened  

their palms & said "guide us to the straight path  

(ihdina al siraatal mustaqeem)”, for time is seated 

on the walls of our clocks, but its feet have gone 

a thousand miles to places we'd go &  

never return.  

the face of those boys are littered with creeks  

& springs - offshoot of rain - falling down the sky 

of their eyes. the night is upon them & they are  

still at the sea, with coral beads on their wrists telling  

them the beauty of the maiden that danced to the song 

of the wind when they wrapped their skin in dusts & waited 

till sun down. those boys are here & there seeking for 

wayfarers, till the sky becomes a dome upon them & the 

moonlight becomes a whispering hub where the nightingales  



 

 

sing them the songs of home. &, those boys are here, running,  

with their shadows trailing them to save their footprints  

from the mockery of forest leaves. 

 

Joshua O. Aire 



 

 

THE RUNNING MAN  

 

His feet have found no rest.   

Why should they?   

He found no haven burrowed. 

 

We have seen his many shadows  

Cast upon brightened morrows  

Not darkened or filled with sorrows. 

What fantasies made him believe!   

 

How true has been this truce we see: 

Dawn – she has made the sun live 

With promises she might fulfil, 

Dusk – she has found dark seals concealed  

With what tomorrow might seem. 

How true their dread prophesies feel?   

 

Asleep, he found those thoughts turned real.   

Now, on his heels he keeps running. 

He thinks, “one day, soon I’ll be free.” 

 

He runs into the dark, legs swift.   

He stumbles, falls, staggers, stands, still   

He runs. His feet are of steel.   

 

In there, though his fears remain deep, 

He can’t escape. He can’t be freed, 

freed from afflictions of the End.   

 

His feet have found no rest, 

Why should they?   

He found no haven burrowed.   

 

No haven’s burrowed actually.  Perhaps, the End might finally   

Open the gateway to heaven –   

What hereafter that’ll be for him. 
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THE END 


